
w/ a poor understanding of language  



Leaningsouls  
 
 
Trees are the hardest animals   They value experience   They’ve lost all faith     
to convince     and presence    in Revolution.  
     sometimes    over the NEWleague   By admission- 
 
my first daughter died in the gallows. 
I grewupinthegallows.  
My family has always lived here. 
     My ancestors were druids 
     My ancestors understood  
     thehunger    // of trees //  
         I understand trees  
         but not Much Else.  
          In Our Language-  
We have 30 words for loss. But none feel  
sosignificant / stickyurgent with the pocketknife  
 
     once you break  
     you’re broken  
 
        they never teach women lessons gently  
 
God speaks with a vendetta / 
    a need to prove you wrong and more  
         
         Until she’s too tired.  
         Then you get rid of her.  
 
Then she plays light   
 

_________________________________________+____ 

 
Henry didn’t come to your funeral 
 
No one came to your funeral 

 
/ it was quiet + lonely   

like you wanted       
 / heavily mythologized and heroic  

 
Only a man could ask such a thing.  

and i know i can’t blame him  
and i fight it teeth-in-teeth  

my hysteria-disabled cunt   
ligamented to your wrist  
 



Everything is rebuilding, Everything is betrayal  
 
The first time you died I thought you were kidding. Your small mischiefsmirk as you walked slowly 
intothewater 

To watch this happen 
 We watched this happen. Bloodwater near hive-ish    
 
It had been awhile since I had onran as far as this wildness. I suspected it to be a small community  
mostly sweltered      

rather than lapping, hidden 
& stunted by its own self-caution.  

 
You were constantly shifting languages, swinging & swilting  
A scholared Lazarus  
 
Part of me thought you just liked pissing off Henry.  
 
 



In the Most Beautiful Place in the World, The Highest Cheekbones on the N Train  

 
In Eden we couldn’t find the simplest things.  

Eden was desperately understocked 
With only a frayed belt loop to keep you from falling  

Into a nothingnessbirdlife  
Like star left-handed pitchers aren’t always a problem.  
In this world, there is nothing worse you can do than  

Than setfire to a tree. 
 
 
 
When you gave me this ring / We had just crawled out of the Hudson  
I think Henry had his suspicions then / But didn’t voice them  
 
You put kelp in my eyes, layered your hands / around my throat  
until I remembered the first time we met     /   you were quiet  
 

hindered / shouldered 
 

In a capture of the legendary starquarterback.  
You held one hand in the other like a willow would – gentle, tragic 
 

_________________________________________+____ 
 
When I think of you now, it’s hard to do so without medication. 
 
 
  older men see me & believe   it’s the moments where you begin to see 
  they can see /my unraveling   it’s an act / slim windows / below a pussy  
  before I can    sosweet / wantoness  
 
between my broken flowerhips  
 

routine approaches some people beautiful / and others as  
an angry archangel 

 
but only you’ve seen me in that dress 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



   _________________________________________+____ 
 

   & we stop in the meadow like we usually do  
 
       Henry is wringing his bark, nervous  
        
   I’d never seen him nervous in this life before. 
 

_________________________________________+____ 
 
 
Daring. that’s what the trees called you  
the only one_ they were convinced was  
  
     // unsinful  //  
 
Awared of the gingham behind Taurus’s  
Weekly misfortunes / Drawing quilts   
On my legs like  
Can’t the stars even get along?   
 
 
 
I told you when we get married  /   I want to wear the simplest wedding band  
A ring of shallow juniper / in a white button-down & some suburban delusion  
that ends up getting a life killed  
 

_________________________________________+____ 
 
 
 
 



I checked every sex trafficking website and saw nothing out of the ordinary, 

I finally understand the deraility of men  

 
You were in my bed in the garden that day. Pants  
At least three inches too short / a rescuer / held.  

By your crosslegged smile  
 

I think you can love a place and hate what happened there. 
The solution has never been so obvious / as crucifixion 
Where the mangroves meet the water /  our favorite place               by far 

  
  You asked me if there was anything I couldn’t forgive you for  
 
 
  



 

Lesser Grief  
 
She was as drunk as anyone I’d seen in a while 
presenting with symptoms of extreme-grief  & 
every bloody gauze in the work bathroom   
on each deftly collapsing collarbone.  
 
Despair is such an easy thing to prove 
 
You looked and she moved / like no side 
wonders could distract / like god’s penhand 
lingered  / at the base of your last letter for 
at least a minute too long / genuinely crazy 
& genuinely of the moon  
 
I knew even before I saw her starriness fade 
before the blood pacts day / in / and / out /  
 
& the structure of each episode is the same:  
 
she sits / sugarlipped with the knife /  each morning 
as though her shirt isn’t soakedthrough with red  
 
and I can find her no help.  
  


